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1. I hereby order that the resolutions passed on Motions 2 and 3 at the extraordinary general meeting
held on 5 March 2018 were at all times void.
2. I further order that in all other respects, the outcomes sought are dismissed.
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[�] Mr and Mrs Bugeja are the owners of Lot ��. The lot is situated on Level P of the building as
shown on BUP �����. By virtue of By-law ��, the Bugejas are entitled to exclusive use of an
identified part of common property on the roof of the building immediately above Lot ��. 

[�] At the extraordinary general meeting held on � March ���� (EGM), the body corporate, by
ordinary resolution, authorised the Bugejas: “to construct improvement on exclusive use area”
(Resolution �); and “to make an improvement to common property” (Resolution �). 

[�] On �� May ����, the owner of Lot �� made this application to the Commissioner for Body
Corporate and Community Management seeking:
�. A declaration that Resolution � either failed to pass, or is, and always was, void and that
accordingly the Bugejas may not commence or continue any works under authority of that
resolution.
�. A declaration that Resolution � does not authorise a disposition of common property and
accordingly is either void, or in the alternate, that unless or until the Bugejas receive a lawful
disposition of the affected areas of common property, no work authorised under Resolution �
may be commenced or continued.
�. A declaration that the renovation proposed by the Bugejas involves structural alterations
to Lot ��, those alterations require at least committee approval, that such approval has not
been given and that unless or until approval is given no works involving structural alterations
to Lot �� may be commenced or continued.

[�] With respect to these matters, the Commissioner invited the committee, the Bugejas and
the other lot owners to make written submissions. The Bugejas made submissions and the
applicant replied to those submissions. The Commissioner then referred the application to

departmental adjudication.[�]

Conciliation application

[�] The Bugejas submit the motions were a consequence of a conciliation agreement with
respect to Application ����-����, and the conciliator determined there was no lawful reason
why the motions should not be considered by ordinary resolution in general meeting. 

[�] �n reply, the applicant submits the Bugejas mistake the role and powers of a department
conciliator, and given the functions prescribed in section ���B of the Act, a conciliator cannot
determine what level of resolution was required. The applicant adds the parties to the
conciliation application could not agree on a level of resolution that was contrary to the Act.
[�] Further, the applicant says the Bugejas cannot refer to discussions which may have taken

place during the conciliation session.[�]  

[�] For reasons put by the applicant, anything that happened (or purportedly happened) in
Application ����-���� is irrelevant to the determination of this application.

Resolution � 



The resolution

[�] The EGM minutes record that Motion � was carried with �� yes votes to �� no votes. Given
submissions, it is relevant that the minuted resolution states:

“AUTHOR�TY TO CONSTRUCT �MPROVEMENT ON EXCLUS�VE USE AREA ORD�NARY RESOLUT�ON

�. That, in accordance with section ���(�) and (�) of the ... Standard Module ... and subject to the fulfilment of
the conditions set out in paragraph � of this resolution, the Body Corporate consents to the owner of lot ��
making the following improvements to the exclusive use area granted to it under by-law ��:

�.� The owner of lot �� is authorised to:

(a) Partially enclose the existing roof terrace area with a BBQ pavilion ... (the �mprovements).

(b) Carry out all work in the exclusive use area necessary to achieve the construction of the �mprovements.

�.� The owner of lot �� is responsible for:

(a) �f applicable, maintaining in good condition any roofing membranes that are on the part of the common
property that forms the exclusive use area and which provide protection for lots or common property; and

(b) Maintaining in a structurally sound condition: Foundation structures; Roofing structures providing
protection; and Essential supporting framework including load bearing walls,

on the part of the common property that forms the exclusive use area including the �mprovements
constructed in that area authorised by paragraph �.�.

�.� �n addition to the obligations imposed on the owner of lot �� in paragraph �.�, the owner of lot ��:

(a) must keep and maintain the �mprovements constructed in the exclusive use area in good repair and
condition;

(b) is responsible for all maintenance; construction, operating and all other ongoing costs and expenses
associated with the �mprovements and

(c) indemnifies the Body Corporate against any claims arising from the �mprovements or the use by any
person of the �mprovements...”

[�] The Explanatory Note for Motion � that accompanied the notice of the EGM stated:

“The owner of lot �� is desirous of carrying out the work outlined in paragraph �.� of this motion ... Paul and
Cathy Bugeja ... wish lot owners to know that: They have paid the administrative costs of calling this EGM;
They have agreed to pay $�,���.�� towards the Body Corporate's expense of obtaining legal advice about the
proposed works; They have agreed to pay $�,���.�� towards the Body corporate's expense of obtaining
engineering advice about the proposed works ...”

Submissions

[��] The applicant submits:
�. Prior to the EGM, the owner of Lot �� was not responsible for maintaining roofing
membranes, foundation structures, roofing structures providing protection or essential
supporting framework within the exclusive use area.
�. The obligations at paragraph �.� of Resolution � purport to extend to membranes and
structural elements within the exclusive use area, including the improvements. Given section
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���(�) of the Standard Module, the lawful way to give effect to the intention expressed in
paragraph �.� is to amend By-law ��. Given section ��� of the Act, Resolution � cannot relieve
the body corporate of its obligations under section ��� of the Standard Module in relation to
the membranes and structural elements already in the roof garden exclusive use area, and
therefore Resolution � conflicts with the Act and ought to be declared void.
�. Even if Motion � had been put as a resolution without dissent to amend By-law �� (as
required by section ��(�) of the Act), it would have failed given the recorded no votes.

[��] The Bugejas submit:
�. As paragraph �.�(a) in Resolution � expressly states, the owner of Lot �� is only responsible
for the obligations "if applicable". The resolution does not impose an absolute obligation on
the owner or exclude the body corporate's responsibility under section ��� of the Standard
Module. Therefore, the resolution does not conflict with the Standard Module.
�. The use of "if applicable" demonstrates the intention for these obligations to only apply if
By-law �� is amended; the plain wording of the resolution does not impose these obligations
on them; the obligations only become their responsibility "if applicable"; the context for
those words is given by the conciliation application; and the body corporate participated in
conciliation on behalf of its members and was aware of this context.

[��] �n reply, the applicant submits:
�. The body corporate has not considered a motion to amend By-law �� to make the Bugejas
liable for the matters referred to in paragraph �.�(a). �n the absence of a relevant motion on
the agenda of the EGM, paragraph �.�(a) was misleading to voters as it gave the impression
the Bugejas may become liable to discharge a maintenance obligation which the Bugejas
knew that they would not be liable for unless and until a separate resolution without dissent
was passed. Even if a relevant motion had been proposed, the Bugejas had to agree to the
motion and the Bugejas had not actually agreed or said they would agree.
�. The words “if applicable” only appeared in paragraph �.�(a) and not in paragraph �.�(b) of
Resolution �. Paragraph �.� can only be read, on its own plain language, as requiring the
owner of Lot �� to maintain, in a structurally sound condition, the elements mentioned in
paragraph �.�(b) on the part of the common property that forms the exclusive use area. The
new maintenance obligations included the improvements and the balance of the exclusive
use area.
�. As the new obligations in paragraph �.�(b) were not subject to the words “if applicable”, an
essential condition of Resolution � was that the owner of Lot ��’s new and ongoing
maintenance obligations was contrary to the Act particularly section ���(�)(b) of the Standard
Module, and that obligation cannot be binding on the owner.

The legal framework

[��] The body corporate’s statutory functions, powers and duties relate primarily to the

administration, management and control of common property.[�] The body corporate must
maintain common property in good condition, including, to the extent that common property
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is structural in nature, in a structurally sound condition.[�] The body corporate may, by
resolution without dissent, allocate a part of common property for the exclusive use of a lot.
[�] 

[��] By-law �� in the scheme’s community management statement (CMS) provides “The
proprietors of lots ��, �� and �� shall be entitled to exclusive use for himself and his licensees of
the areas of common property situate on the roof of the building immediately above the

respective lots and shown on Drawing No �����/���B and identified in Schedule E.”[�] 

[��] The CMS is binding on the body corporate and each owner.[�] The body corporate may, by
resolution without dissent, consent to recording a new CMS containing a difference in By-law

��.[�] Given its terms, By-law �� may only stop applying to a lot if the owner agrees in writing
before the passing of a resolution without dissent consenting to the recording of a new CMS,

or the owner votes personally in the resolution.[��] By-law �� applied to Lot �� at the time of
the EGM. 

[��] The exclusive use by-law is taken, in the absence of other specific provision in the by-law
for maintenance and operating costs, to make each exclusive use owner responsible for the
maintenance of and operating costs for the respective part of the common property to which

the exclusive use by-law applies.[��] 

[��] However, in the absence of other specific provision in the by-law, each owner is not
responsible for: maintaining in good condition roofing membranes that are on the part of the
common property to which the by-law applies and provide protection for lots or common
property; maintaining in a structurally sound condition any of the following elements of
scheme land that are part of a structure that is on the part of the common property to which
the by-law applies and is not constructed by or for the owner—foundation structures; roofing
structures providing protection; essential supporting framework, including load-bearing

walls.[��] 

[��] Further, as the exclusive use by-law does not authorise an owner to make an
improvement to the part of the common property to which the by-law applies, the owner
may make the improvement only if the body corporate authorises it by ordinary resolution.
[��]

Discussion

[��] Given By-law ��, the Bugejas required body corporate authorisation by ordinary
resolution to construct an improvement on the part of the common property to which By-law
�� applies. �t is clear from paragraph � of Resolution � that the Bugejas sought body
corporate authorisation as required by section ��� of the Standard Module. Notwithstanding
the obligation imposed at paragraph �.�(a), the Bugejas would be responsible for the
maintenance and operating costs of the improvements on the exclusive use area given
section ���(�) of the Standard Module. 

[��] Paragraph �.� of Resolution � applies “in addition to the obligations imposed on the owner
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of lot �� in paragraph �.�”. �t is evident from submissions that paragraph �.� is central to the
dispute about Resolution �. To a large extent, paragraph �.� reflects section ���(�) of the
Standard Module. Similar to section ���(�), the paragraph has two subparagraphs. 

[��] Paragraph �.�(a) primarily differs from section ���(�)(a) because of the inclusion in the
subparagraph of the words “if applicable”. Given the construction of paragraph �.�, � agree
with the applicant that these words can only apply to paragraph �.�(a). While the Bugejas
have made submissions to the Commissioner about the purpose of the words, it is significant
neither that purpose (nor any other purpose) was explained to owners in Motion � or its
explanatory notes. Neither was there any suggestion in the EGM information about a change
to By-law �� or about limiting the effect of the subparagraph to the paragraph �.�
improvements (if that was the intention). 

[��] �n the circumstances, � do not consider that the words “if applicable” signified that
paragraph �.�(a) did not purport to extend to the owner of Lot �� being responsible for
maintaining in good condition roofing membranes that are on the part of the common
property to which By-law �� applies. 

[��] The primary difference between section ���(�)(b) and paragraph �.�(b) is the
subparagraph’s reference to the paragraph �.� improvements. Significantly, paragraph �.�(b)
was not mentioned in the explanatory notes for Motion �. Neither is there any suggestion in
the EGM information about a change to By-law �� or about limiting the effect of paragraph
�.�(b) to the paragraph �.� improvements (if that was the intention). 

[��] Therefore, � do not consider it can be presumed that the reference to improvements, in
and of itself, alerted owners that paragraph �.�(b) did not purport to extend to the owner of
Lot �� being responsible for maintaining in a structurally sound condition any of the listed
elements on the whole part of the common property to which By-law �� applies.

Decision

[��] The applicant seeks a declaration that Resolution � either failed to pass, or is void and
that accordingly the Bugejas may not do any works under authority of the resolution. � may
make an order that is just and equitable in the circumstances to resolve the dispute about a
claimed contravention of the Act or about the exercise of rights or powers under the Act. �

may declare Resolution � was at all times void.[��] 

[��] The body corporate has a statutory duty under section ���(�) of the Standard Module to
maintain common property in good condition, including, to the extent that common property
is structural in nature, in a structurally sound condition. The body corporate can only transfer
its statutory maintenance obligations for common property roofing membranes, foundation
structures, roofing structures providing protection or essential supporting framework,
including load-bearing walls to an owner via an exclusive use by-law. 

[��] The Bugejas submit Resolution � does not impose an absolute obligation on them and
does not exclude the body corporate's responsibility under section ��� of the Standard
Module. However, that submission fails to appreciate the broad terms of paragraph �.�. To the
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extent the Bugejas may have intended assuming responsibility as contemplated by section
���(�), there is no reference to the necessary provision in an exclusive use by-law.
Furthermore, to the extent the Bugejas may have intended limiting responsibility to
authorised improvements (which does not appear to be argued in submissions), there is
nothing to suggest the paragraph is in such narrow terms. 

[��] The applicant asserts the omission was misleading to voters. Owners generally did not
make submissions to the Commissioner. That is not a basis to disregard the assertion. For the
reasons discussed, � consider it is reasonable in the circumstances to conclude the Bugejas
failed to disclose all relevant factors to owners. On a plain reading of the motion, the Bugejas
proposed to owners, at paragraphs �.� and �.� of Motion �, that in exchange for the body
corporate’s improvement authorisation they would, from the time of Resolution �, assume
responsibility for parts of common property beyond the improvements listed in paragraph
�.�. This was the information considered by the body corporate’s members before they
decided whether, and how, to vote on Motion �. �n my view, that information was material
and misleading. 

[��] �n Body Corporate for Palm Springs Residences CTS ����� v J Patterson Holdings Pty Ltd
[����] QDC ���, Mc Gill DCJ said, at paragraph ��, “There is certainly an obligation to give
proper notice of what is actually to be considered by the meeting, and to point out the relevant
consequences of the approval of the resolution. �f there is a failure to give proper notice of the
meeting, which may occur if the notice of the proposed resolution is misleading as to what is
really proposed, or its effect and implications, then that may well impact on the validity of the
resolution, because in such circumstances there was either no valid notice of the meeting or no
valid notice of the proposed resolution”. 

[��] Motion � was misleading as to its effect and implications by the inclusion of paragraph
�.� and its reference in paragraph �.�. The body corporate did not have power to decide by
ordinary resolution to impose the obligations proposed at paragraph �.�. Notwithstanding
Resolution �, the obligations imposed at paragraph �.� are not enforceable against the owner
of Lot �� when the body corporate has not been relieved of its duties under section ��� of the
Standard Module. 

[��] For these reasons, � have voided Resolution �. The outcome sought is otherwise
dismissed.

Resolution � 

The resolution

[��] The EGM minutes record that Motion � was carried with �� yes votes to �� no votes. Given
submissions, it is relevant that the minuted resolution states:

“AUTHORlTY TO MAKE AN �MPROVEMENT TO COMMON PROPERTY

�. That in accordance with section ��� of the ... Standard Module ... and subject to the fulfilment of the
conditions set out in paragraph � of this resolution, the Body Corporate consents to the owner of lot ��
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making the following improvements (so far as they relate to common property) for the benefit of the owner's
lot:

(a) Perform structural works to the front wall of lot ��, lowering its height to allow for larger fixed windows;

(b) �nstallation of a hydraulic li� (which is to be predominantly located inside lot ��) including cutting
through an external wall and making a door opening into the swimming pool area to obtain access to the Li�
to be positioned there to gain access to and from the roof area;

(c) Building an awning over the existing door opening to the swimming pool area to give shade;

(d) Cutting through an existing wall on the roof to allow access to the area of common property above lot ��;

(e) Making changes to the stairway access from the swimming pool area to the roof;

(f) Making changes to the pool fencing and in particular constructing a privacy fence on the boundary facing
the Mantra Complex; and .

(g) Any ancillary or associated works required to achieve the outcomes listed in paragraphs �(a) - (f) or the
works set out in the motion entitled Motion - Authority to Construct �mprovement on Exclusive Use Area.

�. The consent of the Body Corporate is subject to the following conditions:

(a) Final, formal and professional plans and drawings being submitted to the Body Corporate committee in
respect of all works (noting that certified plans were provided to the committee on �� August ����);

(b) Evidence of any required local government permits and approvals (including the Decision Notice dated ��
January ����, a copy of which is Circulated with this Motion) ...”

[��] The Explanatory Note for Motion � that accompanied the notice of the EGM stated:

“The owner of lot �� is desirous of carrying out the work outlined in paragraph � of this Motion ... The ...
Standard Module ... provides at section ��� that the Body Corporate must approve the work to common
property (not within the area of exclusive use) by ordinary resolution in general meeting. Cairns Regional
Council has approved the Development Application for Minor Building Works lodged by the Applicant
(relating to both the work contemplated by this Motion ...) and a copy of that Decision Notice, dated ��
January ���� is attached for your review. Appendix � to that document includes a copy of the approved
drawings of the proposed works. Paul and Cathy Bugeja, the owners of lot �� have made themselves
available ... to meet lot owners and show them the plans personally in order that lot owners are fully
informed in relation to their proposal ... Paul and Cathy ask for the support of lot owners to the works on
common property (which are associated with the works to their exclusive use area) so that they may proceed
with the works to their exclusive area contemplated by the Motion - Authority to Construct �mprovement on
Exclusive Use Area...”

Submissions

[��] The applicant submits:
�. Resolution � authorises an improvement to common property for the benefit of the owner
of Lot �� that is not within an exclusive use area. The proposed works are a roof over a glass
li� and a section of adjoining roof (potentially with part of the li� itself). These are significant,
permanent structures.
�. However, Resolution � did not authorise rights of use and occupation of common
property. Neither did it authorise a disposition of common property. Authorising an owner to
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make an improvement to the common property for the benefit of an owner’s lot does not, of
itself, permit the disposition of an interest in the common property: Katsikalis v Body
Corporate for “The Centre” [����] QCA ��. As the authorisation is exclusive and indefinite,
there is a disposition of common property which requires compliance with section ��� of the
Standard Module.

[��] The Bugejas submit:
�. They wish to renovate Lot �� and make improvements to the exclusive use area. The
relevant works are:

(a) within the internal portion of Lot ��, including changing a window which requires body corporate
approval so far as it relates to common property;

(b) within the uncovered portion of Lot ��, including the installation of a li� to provide access the exclusive
use area, relocating a set of stairs, and cutting through walls to create doorways and/or to permit access to
parts of the lot; and

(c) certain improvements within the exclusive use area.

“Body corporate approval is required for the works relating to the window referenced in paragraph (a) in the
preceding paragraph and for the works referenced in paragraph (b) so far as they relate to common property
and for the works that constitute improvements to the common property within the exclusive use area
referenced in paragraph (c) in the preceding paragraph”.

�. The applicant is wrong to submit that the roof over the li� and a section of adjoining roof (potentially
with part of the li� itself) are to be constructed within (non-exclusive use) common property. These works
are not contemplated by Resolution �.
�. Construction plans as Annexure D showing that the height of the li� does not exceed the upper level of
the uncovered part of the lot. These plans will be used by the builder to construct the works, not the plans
provided to the body corporate which were approval plans submitted to Council for approval. There is no
other roof structure over the li� or the uncovered part of the lot. The works, when constructed, will not
encroach into common property airspace above the uncovered part of Lot ��. Therefore, there is no legal
basis for Resolution � to be declared void.

[��] �n reply, the applicant submits:
�. The improvements referred to in Resolution � are cross-referenced in Resolution �. The
Bugejas seek to resile from the plans given to owners. Their motions should be interpreted as
motions which embody a whole proposal as depicted on the plans and not as in the (of
necessity limited) ‘word picture’ of the proposed works contained within the motions.
�. The Annexure D plans were given to owners at the EGM. The Annexure D plans are a
subsequent revision. The Bugejas have not provided a summary of the changes between the
plans provided to owners and the Annexure D plans. �t is the proposal contained within the
plans sent to the owners with the EGM notice which is the proposal that was voted upon. �f
the proposal has changed, that is a separate and new proposal not covered by Resolution �.
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�. There is no doubt the proposal put to owners at the EGM included an encroachment into the common
property airspace. The Bugejas appear to address this issue by deleting the offending part of the roof in
the amended construction plans. Events a�er Resolution � are irrelevant to the validity of the resolution at
the time that it was voted upon. �f the Bugejas wish to put an alternative proposal, then owners must have
opportunity to receive, consider and vote on that proposal.

Discussion

[��] Motion � referred specifically to section ��� of the Standard Module and to
improvements to common property by the Bugejas for the benefit of Lot ��. While a number
of works were listed or referred to in paragraph � of the motion, it is clear the motion related
only to “improvements (so far as they relate to common property)”. �n this regard, it is noted
that the explanatory notes to Motion � made clear the purpose of the motion was that the
body corporate approve work to common property that would not be within the area of
exclusive use allocated under By-law ��. 

[��] Section ���(�) provides the body corporate may authorise a lot owner to make an
improvement to the common property for the benefit of the owner’s lot. Section ���(�)
provides the improvement must be authorised by ordinary resolution of the body corporate. 

[��] The applicant contends one or more of the authorised improvements would be for the
indefinite benefit of Lot ��. The applicant refers to the decision of the Court of Appeal in
Katsikalis. The essence of the Court of Appeal’s finding was that where an improvement has
the effect of granting use of part of common property exclusively to a lot owner for an
unlimited period, section ��� of the Standard Module cannot be treated separately in its
effect from section ��� of the Standard Module, and an improvement that would be enjoyed
exclusively and indefinitely by an owner amounted to a disposition of common property for

an indefinite period.[��] The Court of Appeal concluded: “�t is important that the rights to
common property of bodies corporate are not removed unheedingly or inadvertently and to the
detriment of their members. That is why the rules require such resolutions to be passed without
dissent. That the infringement on those rights is relatively trivial in this case does not excuse

what occurred. The principle is significant”.[��] 

[��] Motion � sought body corporate authorisation for improvements to common property
not allocated under By-law ��. Given the context of Motion �, it is apparent the Bugejas
envisaged that those improvements would only benefit Lot ��. However, the precise
improvements to common property proposed at Motion � is not self-evident from the motion
or from the EGM material. Neither is the scope of those improvements. There was no
explanation about any consequent use or disposition of common property. 

[��] The applicant has particular concerns about the location of the hydraulic li� referred to
in paragraph �(b) of Resolution �. As noted above at paragraph ��.�, the Bugejas now rely on
plans they submitted to the Commissioner as Annexure D. The Bugejas contend the
constructed works will not encroach onto common property. These submissions appear to be
at odds with the Resolution � paragraph �(b) statement the li� “is to be predominantly located
inside lot ��”. 
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[��] The applicant also points to a proposed roof on common property that was identified on
the plans provided to the body corporate. Given the explanatory note for Motion �, it was
these plans that the Bugejas made available to ‘fully inform’ owners. While the Bugejas do
not contradict the applicant with respect to the existence of a roof on the plans provided to
the body corporate, they submit Resolution � did not refer to the construction of a roof.
However, the resolution broadly contemplated “improvements (so far as they relate to
common property)”. 

[��] The Bugejas refer to their Annexure D plans and say they no longer rely on the plans they
submitted to the body corporate. However, � have not been referred to anything in Resolution
� which authorised a change to a plan that had been given to owners. � am not satisfied from
the Bugejas submissions that the Annexure D plans can prevail over the plans given to
owners in the notice of the EGM. As correctly argued by the applicant, the relevant proposal is
that contained in the plans given to, and relied on by, the owners. The applicant has shown
the proposal put to owners at the EGM included a roof encroachment into the common
property airspace that could, on the limited information given to owners, amount to an
indefinite disposition of common property.

Decision

[��] The applicant seeks a declaration that Resolution � does not authorise a disposition of
common property and accordingly is either void, or in the alternate, that unless or until the
Bugejas receive a lawful disposition of the affected areas of common property, no work
authorised under Resolution � may be commenced or continued. � may make an order that is
just and equitable in the circumstances to resolve the dispute about a claimed contravention
of the Act or about the exercise of rights or powers under the Act. � may declare Resolution �

was at all times void.[��] 

[��] Firstly, � consider the principles adopted in Katsikalis are relevant to the proposition put
to owners in Motion �. As stressed by the Court of Appeal, “�t is important that the rights to
common property of bodies corporate are not removed unheedingly or inadvertently and to the
detriment of their members”. �n this context, it is significant that the motion did not detail: the
improvements proposed to be made to common property; how those improvements would
affect common property; or whether the making of those improvements would amount to a
disposition of common property. 

[��] Secondly and to the extent the Bugejas now rely on the Annexure D plans, � agree with
the applicant that it is the plans that accompanied the notice of the EGM that are relevant to
the issues raised. �t is these plans that the Bugejas used to ‘fully inform’ owners about their
proposal to make improvements to common property. �n the circumstances, the legality of
the motion can only be judged on the material that informed owners. 

[��] Thirdly, � am satisfied the applicant has established the material given to owners
indicated that the Bugejas proposed an improvement/s to common property that was

intended to “be enjoyed exclusively and indefinitely”[��] by the owners of Lot ��. �n the
absence of appropriate disclosure or recognition in the EGM material, � consider the

applicant’s evidence indicates Motion � had to be decided by resolution without dissent.[��] 



[��] Earlier at paragraph ��, � cited the statement made by Mc Gill DCJ in Body Corporate for
Palm Springs Residences CTS ����� v J Patterson Holdings Pty Ltd with respect to the
obligation to give proper notice of the business proposed to be considered at a general
meeting. For the reasons discussed above, � consider the applicant has shown the Bugejas
failed to properly inform owners of effect and implications of Motion �. �n my view, the
applicant has established the materiality of the omissions. 

[��] For these reasons, � have voided Resolution �. The outcome sought is otherwise
dismissed.

Structural alterations to Lot ��

[��] The applicant seeks a declaration that the renovation proposed by the Bugejas involves
structural alterations to Lot ��. 

[��] While � have noted the various arguments made with respect to this issue including with
respect to By-law ��, � am not satisfied there is a dispute to be determined about possible
work on Lot ��. This is because the only body corporate decisions in dispute are Resolution �
and Resolution �. Both resolutions related only to proposed improvements to common
property. 

[��] The possibility the Bugejas may intend to have work carried on Lot �� that was
mentioned in either resolution and/or identified in a plan/s given to owners with the notice of
the EGM does not, in the absence of a dispute about a specific body corporate decision,
evidence the existence of a dispute. Further, any question about any authorisation of work on
Lot �� arising from Resolution � and/or Resolution � is now moot given the orders made. 

[��] For these reasons, � have dismissed the outcome sought.

[�] Act, s ���. 

[�] Act, ss ����(�) and ���. 

[�] Act, s ���E(�). 

[�] Act, ss ��(�), �� and ���(�). 

[�] Standard Module, s ���(�). 

[�] Act, s ���. 

[�] Community management statement Dealing ��������� recorded on �� April ����. 

[�] Act, s ��(�)(a) and (b), and (�). 
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[�] Act, s ��(�) and (�)(a). 

[��] Act, s ���(�)(a) and (�)(b). 

[��] Act s ���; Standard Module, s ���(�). 

[��] Standard Module, s ���(�). 

[��] Standard Module, s ���(�) and (�). 

[��] Act, s ���(�) and (�), and Schedule � �tem �. 

[��] At paragraphs [��], [��] and [��]. 

[��] At paragraph [��]. 

[��] Act, s ��� (�) and (�) and Schedule � �tem �. 

[��] Katsikalis at [��]. 

[��] Act, s ���(�); Standard Module, s ���(�)(a).
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